Abstract. This paper is concerned with the design of a spatial discretization method for polar and nonpolar parabolic equations in one space variable. A new spatial discretization method suitable for use in a library program is derived. The relationship to other methods is explored. Truncation error analysis and numerical examples are used to illustrate the accuracy of the new algorithm and to compare it with other recent codes.
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formulation of the method. The primary purpose of the remainder of the paper is to supply the details of the evidence in favor of the new method. Section 4 discusses the variant of the proposed method used in SPRINT as well as other competing methods, 5 considers the time integrator for the system of ordinary differential equations, and 6 describes the results of numerical testing. Finally, 7 summarizes our conclusions. Also, there is an Appendix that contains the error analysis that supports the claim of good accuracy for the proposed methods.
2. Derivation of the spatial diseretization method. Consider the system of quasilinear partial differential equations (PDEs)" (1) D(x, t, U, Ux)Ut=X-'n(xrng(x, t, U, Ux))x+f(x, t, U, Ux) We consider a spatial mesh a Xo < Xl <'" < xj b. Because continuity of the solution u(x) and of the (negative) flux (per unit area) v(x):= g(x, u(x), ux(x)) is demanded for all x, we use as unknowns values of u and v at meshpoints. It is assumed that meshpoints are placed at discontinuities in the PDE so that the problem is smooth within each subinterval.
The SPRINT implementation also has two additional features of interest. The first is that the problem class is extended to include the coupled ODE (ordinary differential equation)/PDE problems considered by Schryer [15] . The only restrictions are that the problem class must be linear in the PDE time derivative and that time derivatives must not appear in the flux term. The second feature is that an optional remeshing facility has been provided, based on the padded monitor function of Kautsky and Nichols [11] . The monitor function is chosen by the user and typically depends on the flux or on the solution and its space derivatives. These two features are discussed further by Berzins and Furzeland [5] , [6] .
We seek a difference scheme that (i) Uses only one evaluation of D, f and g per subinterval;
(ii) Is elegant; (iii) Is as accurate as possible for the special case g(x,U, Ux)=G(x,u)u; and (iv) Leads to an explicit system of ODEs (which is desirable for reasons given in 5). Ideally local second-order accuracy is desired, meaning that the contribution to the global error from subinterval [xj_l, xj] The special problem we consider can be expressed as the two first-order PDEs: ux=H(x,u)v, (xmv)x=xmQ(x,U, Ux, Ut) where H(x,u):=I/G(x,u) and Q(x, u, ux, ut) := D(x, u, Ux)Ut-f(x, u, u,,).
The derivation begins by focusing on a typical subinterval, or element, that we denote by [a, /3] . The length h :=/3-a and the midpoint 3,: (a +/3)/2. The first section considers quadrature and lumping, the second treats interpolation, and the third assembles the element equations into difference equations by eliminating the unknown values of v(x) at meshpoints.
Two separate cases are considered depending on whether or not the 1/x singularity is present. The "regular case" occurs when m 0 or a > 0 and is treated with a Galerkin method. The "singular case" occurs when rn-> 1 and a =0, and a PetrovGalerkin method is used, in which a special trial space is chosen. In the singular case the presence of a discontinuity has an important effect, and for this reason the error analysis takes into account the location of the first discontinuity from the left, which we denote by c (so that on [0, c] the problem is smooth). In the regular case when m -> 1 let c := a. The factor 1! c shows up in some error bounds, but we try to avoid it as much as possible in the belief that there are problems for which c << b (such as an annulus with a very small center hole).
The choice of scheme was motivated by an error analysis, which in turn was influenced by numerical experiments. The detailed analysis, given in the Appendix, shows that the proposed scheme is second-order accurate for both the regular and singular cases outlined above. We obtain error bounds depending on problem parameters P consisting of bounds on various derivatives on the open subintervals of [a, b] . For the singular case we also use P, which consists of bounds on the same derivatives on all of [0, c], including interior meshpoints. Most of the error analysis for m_-> 1 applies to any real m => 1 not just m 1 and m 2.
2.1. Quadrature and lumping. Integrating (3) and then (2) , we obtain (4) u
and interchanging a and/3, we obtain ix (5)
The basic idea is that of the finite-element method. We form discrete approximations of these two equations, thus obtaining an equation for each of v(ct) and v(/3) in terms of u(c) and u(/3). Then the boundary conditions and the continuity of v(x) at meshpoints can be used to eliminate these unknown values of v(x), thus obtaining difference equations for the values of u(x) at meshpoints. Approximations to (4) and (5) (6) and ut(fl) in (7) to get an explicit system of ODEs in time and the quadrature errors , r, and ro are defined by (8) ff (4) and (5), we obtain (11) fl" v(fl a"v( a + xmQ( dx, and combining (6) and (7), we obtain q (x) := 1 qt (x). In the special case a 0 and rn >= 1, we use (12) instead of (7) . Note Having constructed an accurate interpolan.t, we replace 1/Ho, Do, and fo by Go:-G(sc, U(sC)), Do:-D(, U(), Ux()), and fo:-f(:, U(sC), Ux(sc)) in (6) , (7), and (12) and leave the precise form of the truncation errors for the Appendix. Equations (6) and (7) can be put into the simpler form: The foregoing derivation does not quite work for the special case a-0 and m_-> 1.
Because st=0, we do not want to multiply (6) by s rm+l. Therefore in (13) we adopt the understanding that we first divide by 'm+l with a > 0 and then take the limit a -0.
(Note that a/m+-O.) Also, because (7) is undefined, we use (12) to derive (14 We use as our shape functions (x) and ff(x) in the regular case and (x) and (x) in the singular case, and so our interpolant U(x) is as defined in } 2.2.
With
, (17) becomes x=gdx=a=v(a)+ Qxdx, and after numerical quadrature and lumping we get
which is the same as (15) . In a similar way as with we get (16) .
In the regular case the test and trial (shape) functions are the same and thus the method is of Galerkin type. In the singular case the test and trial functions are different and thus the method is of Petrov-Galerkin type.
4. Other methods. In this section we discuss other low-order methods for solving the problem under consideration. The method described in 4.1 is nearly the same as the method proposed in 2 and 3, and it has been implemented in the SPRINT package. The remaining sections discuss linear Galerkin methods of Bakker [1], Eriksson and Thom6e [9] , and Berzins and Dew [3] and finite difference methods used in the algorithm PDEONE 15] and in the D03P** family [8] of NAG library routines. Instead of evaluating xg at x we evaluate g at x =y, and the evaluation of D and f is at y rather than except for the case m 1 where it is necessary to use to maintain a propagated local error of O(h3).
The method used in PDEFI.
A piecewise linear Galerkin method has been implemented by Bakker [1]. The crucial difference from the method described in ] 2 is this" instead of (8) [9] consider the more specialized PDE
x-(xu +(m-)u) (x, u, u, A variational equation is obtained by replacing u with its piecewise linear interpolant U, multiplying by a "hat" function (x), and integrating with weight function x. The stiffness matrix, in the case Q(... )= q(x)u-f(x), is not symmetric for this method, although it is for the method of 4.1. However, it is proved [9] that the global error is O( h).
Before applying numerical quadrature we obtain the equations
In the case m 2 this is identical to the method of 4.1 if the Q's are replaced by their lumped midpoint values and U by a linear interpolant (and it is identical to the finite difference method of Chawla and Katti [7] if the trapezoidal rule is used for quadrature). If m # 2, the methods are quite different. If g(x, u, u,)=-u, then this is identical to the method of Eriksson and Thom6e with trapezoidal quadrature. For m 1 it is thus a Galerkin method with weight function x, and the global error is O(h 2 log (I/h)). 4 .5. The method used in PDEONE. We derive here a scheme like that of Sincovec and Madsen [16] and Varga [18, p. 175]. In (4) and (5) which is worse than the methods of 2 and 4.1 by a factor of 1/c.
In conclusion we see that this method does achieve global second-order accuracy for general n but is less accurate than the method proposed in 2.
4.6. The method used in D03P**. The difference scheme of this collection of NAG routines by Dew and Walsh [8] is modeled after that of PDEONE. To simplify somewhat the usage of the routines, the coefficient G(7, U (7)) is replaced by 1/2(G(a, U(a))+ G(, U(fl))). This is all right except at a discontinuity x where there Skeel 17] gives consistently better results than the finite difference methods of Dew and Walsh [8] and Sincovec and Madsen [16] , although only to the same order of accuracy. The following problem gives results typical of those obtained on the nonpolar test problems of Berzins and Dew [3] . The methods of Skeel [17] . This problem has a severe discontinuity in the PDE defining function close to the polar origin.
6.3. Summary of numerical testing results. The numerical testing results are summarized by the eight graphs of Fig. 1 . The results for Problem 2.4 are not presented graphically and this problem is covered separately below. The procedure employed for each of the test problems was to use five evenly-spaced meshes of 11, 21, 41, 81, and 161 meshpoints. Each of the integrations in time was performed to a local ODE error tolerance that was sufficiently small for the PDE spatial discretization error to dominate the global error in the solution. All the graphs below are of the loglo of the maximum grid error against the loglo of the number of spatial meshpoints. The maximum error at the spatial meshpoints was found by stopping the integration at times =0.01 and then k/9 for k= 1, 2,..., 9. For the sake of clarity certain codes were not included on certain graphs. The following points should be noted:
The Bakker code PDEF1 is not applicable to Problem 2.1. The results produced by PDEONE and SGENCO are indistinguishable on Problems 2.5, 2.6, 2.7, and 2.9.
The graph for Problem 2.6 compares the published results at 1.0 of Thom6e
and Eriksson [9] with the results at 1.0 for the other codes.
The codes SGENCO and PDEONE have a great deal of difficulty with the discontinuity in Problem 2.9.
The SPRINT code and the method of 2 produce identical results for Problems 2.8, 2.6, and 2.9.
The results for Problem 2.4 are not presented graphically because all the codes apart from PDEF1 produce solutions that are exact at the meshpoints to computer roundoff error. The results for the maximum grid error at the meshpoints (EMAX) for code PDEF1 are as follows. [8] code D03PGF are not presented in the tables and graphs. On all the problems except Problems 2.2 and 2.5 the performance of the code is slightly worse than but very similar to SGENCO. On Problem 2.5 the code does not perform well due to the way it treats the discontinuities in the first derivative of the solution.
The graphical results clearly illustrate the superior performance of the SPRINT discretization and the discretization of 2. The failure of the latter to perform the best on every problem has been analyzed, and it appears to be due to the fact that the new method has been designed to minimize a bound on the individual contribution of each local error rather than to achieve some cancellation of errors from different elements.
Such cancellation can be fully realized, however, only for smooth problems on uniform meshes. Thus, it could be suggested that the method of 2 sacrifices small possible gains in accuracy in order to achieve greater robustness. We shall examine the various errors introduced in a typical subinterval [a,/3].
The substitution of Ho, Do, fo for Ho, Do, fo in (8) , (9), (10), (12) The integral is nonnegative because -2sO-2sO. IL for example, T, this is worse by a factor log (l/h) for m 1 and by a factor of 1/(h log (1/h)) for m 2 than the bounds given by Theorem 8.
